Hi, teachers! I know that trying to track all your class and student data can get a little hectic. Let me help you ease your workload!

Today, I’ll show you how to get instant access to your class and student data reports on Savvas Realize™. These reports show assessment scores, standards mastery, overall progress, and the amount of time your students have spent on their work.

We’ll go over how to view class and student data to help drive instructional decisions in your classroom; and export the data to use with your favorite spreadsheet application.

Let’s start by making our way to the Pearson Realize home page.

Click the DATA tab, and then select the desired class.

The Data page for that class will appear. At the top of the page, you can choose to view Class results by assignment, which is the default view, or Class mastery by standard.
You can also filter the data by program or by selecting a date range. Make sure your date range includes the due dates of the tests and assignments you want to view.

You can also export any of the data by selecting Export data. We'll dive deeper into this feature a little bit later.

First, let's look at the Class results by assignment tab. Here, you'll see three dashboards for your class—Scores, Progress, and Usage.

Keep in mind that your results may look a little different from what is shown here. Most users will see bar graphs on their dashboards. But if you selected a long date range—or your results include many assignments—you may see a line chart instead. You can drag the gray column on the bottom line chart to change the date range of the top line chart to a more specific time frame.
(1) The **Scores** dashboard displays the (a) **average scores** on completed assessments. Hover over each (b) **bar or point on the graph** to see the (c) **test name, due date, and average class or group score**.

(2) The **Progress** dashboard displays completion data for assignments and tests. Hover over each bar or point on the graph to see the test name, due date, and class or group completion percentage.

(3) And finally, the **Usage** dashboard displays the average time spent by the class or group on assignments and tests. Hover over each bar or point on the graph to see the test name, due date, and average class time spent on the assignment.

Each of these dashboards allows you to dig deeper by selecting the bars in each graph.